This paper presents a novel approach to translating natural language questions to SQL queries for given tables, which meets three requirements as a real-world data analysis application: cross-domain, multilingualism and enabling quickstart. Our proposed approach consists of: (1) a novel data abstraction step before the parser to make parsing tableagnosticism; (2) a set of semantic rules for parsing abstracted data-analysis questions to intermediate logic forms as tree derivations to reduce the search space; (3) a neural-based model as a local scoring function on a span-based semantic parser for structured optimization and efficient inference. Experiments show that our approach outperforms state-of-theart algorithms on a large open benchmark dataset WikiSQL. We also achieve promising results on a small dataset for more complex queries in both English and Chinese, which demonstrates our language expansion and quick-start ability.
Introduction
Translating natural language questions to SQL queries is an important problem Xu, Liu, and Song 2017; Iyer et al. 2017) . As shown in Figure 1 , our goal is to design an approach to translate a natural language question to its corresponding SQL query for a given table, which can be considered as a typical semantic parsing problem (Liang, Jordan, and Klein 2011; Lu 2014; Pasupat and Liang 2015; Cheng et al. 2017) .
As a real-world data-analysis application, there are three practical requirements. First, end-uses may come from various fields. When users upload a brand-new table from crossdomain, it should work reasonably well without retraining the model. Second, questions may be asked by different native speakers according to the table content (e.g., if the table content is Chinese, people tend to ask Chinese questions). There is a clear evidence in usability research which shows that localization leads to improved user experience and greater client satisfaction, thereby promoting a need to support multilingual data-analysis interface. Third, enabling quick-start is another desired properties we want. Collecting data is costly and time-consuming in reality, especially for language expansion. The less effort on composing handcrafted features or collecting labeled training data that is used, the better the process is.
However it is hard to meet the three requirements at the same time. Traditional text-to-SQL approaches (Pazos et al. 2013; Li and Jagadish 2014; Li and Jagadish 2016) of Database community rely heavily on the syntactic structure of a sentence, which bring intrinsic complexity for language expansion; Existing multilingual semantic parsers (Susanto and Lu 2017; Duong et al. 2017 ) are restricted at specific domain; Recent neural semantic parsing models (Zhong, Xiong, and Socher 2017; Yu et al. 2018 ) need a lot of training data to generalize to new tables. However questions often contain rare entities (e.g. domain-specific technical terms) and numbers/dates specific to the underlying data tables. Most of such key words have out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem for those word embedding models in crossdomain and multilingual scenario. Existing methods (Pinter, Guthrie, and Eisenstein 2017; Bahdanau et al. 2017 ) use a more complex encoder to build representation for rare words on-the-fly from subword units. It will add additional runtime and reduce online efficiency, especially for big tables, that are not preferred by industries in reality.
In this paper, we argue that the content of entities should not reflect semantic parsing, but their data type (e.g. string, number or date) and symbol type (e.g. column name or entry value) play a key role, because entities with similar metadata information can be arbitrarily substituted in users' questions (e.g. "2009" can be replaced with "2008" given table in Figure 1 ). With this motivation, we first use a novel data abstraction step before parsing to identify table related entities mentioned in questions and abstract them with their meta-data information, and then feed the abstracted questions into parser. In this way, our parsing model is tableagnostic and can be applied to cross-domain and multilingual scenario. In addition, it largely reduces the noise of data and enhances the knowledge shared between those abstracted questions, and thus boosts the performance of parer 
Scoring Models
Figure 2: Online framework of our approach. "En" means English and "Zh" means Chinese.
and enables a quick-start with small data set. In semantic parsing, deduction rules and model are the most important parts, that largely influence the expressiveness and accuracy of the parser (Liang 2016) . Our principle is designing a set of purely semantic rules, and depending on neural model to learn the mapping between surface syntax-structures and deduction rules. Devising deduction rules may need efforts but worth-well since it helps to reduce the search space and increase the interpretability. Moreover it is a one-short deal since all rules are universal cross languages and data tables.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid semantic parsing approach for text-to-SQL task to meet three requirements: cross-domain, multilingualism and enabling quick-start. The main contributions of our approach are as follows:
• We use a novel data abstraction step before parsing to identify table related entities mentioned in questions, which makes our parser table-agnosticism. (Section 2.1) • We propose a set of deduction rules to generate compositional logic forms as tree derivations for data-analysis questions. The proposed deduction rules are universal cross languages and tables, and avoid searching in a huge space. (Section 2.2) • We use a neural-based local scoring function on a spanbased semantic parser for structured global optimization and efficient inference. Our neural-based model builds soft alignments between surface structures of questions and deduction rules as local scoring functions, achieving quick-start without using any hand-crafted or languagespecific features. (Section 2.2) • We evaluate our approach and achieve state-of-the-art accuracy on a large open benchmark dataset (i.e., Wik-iSQL). In addition, we also obtain preliminary but promising results on a small dataset consisting of more complex queries in two languages. (Section 4)
Approach
In this section, we present the overall workflow of our approach. Figure 2 illustrates the online steps of our approach: 1) given an utterance x and a table t, and a vocabulary v, we perform a data abstraction step to map x to multiple abstracted utterances {x 1 , . . . x n }, which makes parser table-agnostic. 2) for each abstracted utterance x i , we run a bottom-up dynamic programming parser with a set of deduction rules and a neural local scoring model to obtain the highest scored intermediate logic form Z i,j ; 3) at last, we select the logic form with top score and interpret it to a SQL query. In our framework, each language has its own vocabulary and scoring model. While other modules are universal 
Data Abstraction
At first, a language detection module is used to detect the language of utterance x and select corresponding vocabulary v and tokenization method 1 . After that, as shown in Figure 3 , data abstraction maps x to multiple sequences of tokens in v (denoted as abstracted utterances {x 1 , . . . x n }), and initialize their properties. We will first introduce the vocabulary, and then the mapping methods.
Vocabulary Our vocabulary consists of 3 parts:
• some data-analysis common words collected from 4 aspects: a). important stopping words (e.g., by, of); b). aggregation words (e.g., sum, average); c). operation words (e.g., group, sort); d). comparison words (e.g., top, most). • 5 meta-data symbols (e.g., T , C, V , N and D) defined in Table 1 , which represent basic entities in data-analysis area. Each symbol has a set of properties describing their information. For example, col records the set of column names that a symbol contains; type∈{str, date, num} records the data type of a column (C); value stores the string value of the table entry (V ), the number (N ), or the date/time (D). The functions of symbol properties are two-fold: 1) instantiate meta-data symbols during interpreting step for converting intermediate logic forms to final SQL queries. 2) support precondition checking of deduction rules during parsing step. • a special token "UNK" indicates unknown noisy words.
Each language has its own vocabulary. There are overall 400 tokens in our English vocabulary and 130 tokens in our Chinese vocabulary. The vocabulary is small because (1) all data-related words are abstracted to meta-data symbols; (2) to reduce the noise of semantic parsing, only a small set of data-analysis common words are picked.
Mapping Recognizing common words in v is straightforward by stemming and exact string matching. While replacing table-related words with meta-data symbols is a nontrivial task. For example, the mapping is not unique since words might be mapped to different symbols (e.g., as shown in Figure 3 , "shark attacks" can be mapped to T, and "attacks" can be mapped to C, since Shark Attacks is a table name and Attacks is a column name of that table).
In order to better support these complex situations, we allow some words to have multiple overlapping annotations. In the example of Figure 3 , "shark attacks" can be mapped to either "UNK+C" or a single "T". Thus, two abstracted utterances (x 1 and x 2 ) are obtained in this case. Our model will finally address the ambiguity by ranking all possible logic forms and selecting the one with the highest score.
In our approach, in order to meet the low latency requirement of the real scenarios (especially for a big table), we currently use a rule based NER system for data abstraction 2 . For example, we use Recognizer 3 to recognize numbers (N) and date/time (D) in x, which supports multiple languages. For other symbols, given an utterance x and a table t, we first normalize all words in x and t with NLTK 4 that supports lemmatization for 17 languages. Next, we tokenize x into n-grams of length from 1 to 5 and use them to match meta-data in the t. For table name (T), column name (C) and entry value (V), firstly, we iterate all n-grams by exact string matching. If there is no matching, we look for the n-gram with highest edit-distance score that is larger than a predefined threshold (set as 0.8). If there is still no matching, we launch a synonym dictionary from project X (Anonymized for Blined Review) to find possible synonym n-grams for that meta-data. Similar techniques are also applied in other systems (Gao et al. 2015; Dhamdhere et al. 2017) . Afterwards, for those words without any annotation, we mark them as "UNK". Finally, we use a standard permutation algorithm to generated a set of non-overlapping token sequences.
Data abstraction brings several advantages: (1) it makes parser table-agnostic; (2) With a small vocabulary, it largely reduces the noise of data and enhances the knowledge shared between abstracted questions, and thus boosts the performance of parer and enables a quick-start with small data set. 2 In real scenarios, we provide real-time auto-complete suggestions to help users avoid typos and inconsistencies between terms and 
Semantic Parsing
Given abstracted utterances, instead of directly synthesizing SQL queries, we first generate an intermediate semantic representation with a set of deduction rules, and then further convert it to SQL query. The semantic representation is a kind of logic form that is restricted as tree structure, which is preferred for statistical semantic parsing, because it can be constructed from a sentence compositionally .
Deduction Rules In order to support multilingual scenario, our deduction rules are purely semantic rules that only use symbols. Language-related tokens are taken as span contexts. In this way, all rules are universal cross languages, and we depend on model to learn different syntax structures of different languages. In addition, all rules can be applied to new tables since there is no lexical rules. Table 3 shows the full set of deduction rules we use. Each rule is a triple:
• Symbols→Ŝymbol:[predicates] means a new symbol can be deduced from left symbols and generate corresponding predicates. Except 5 meta-data symbols defined in Table 1 , we have 4 operator symbols defined in Table 2 , which indicate high-order data-analysis operations (e.g., filter, aggregate, group and superlative). Operator symbols and their properties are deduced from meta-data symbols with corresponding predicates. Those predicates are mainly derived from relational algebra. • P reconditions are used to prune invalid or redundant rules to reduce the search space during parsing, which are mainly derived from our prior knowledge in data analysis domain. For example, a string-type column can only do "count" aggregation; Superlative operation should be conducted on a numerical column and return a string-value column. We use deduction rules with 9 kinds of preconditions to represent such knowledge. Notably, these preconditions are universal cross languages and data tables. • Schema defines how to set the properties of a newly deduced symbol when we apply a rule during parsing. Take the first deduction rule in Table 3 as an example: a project operation can be conducted to a table T and a column C, then produce a new tableT , only if T contains the columns specified by C. Finally, the columns ofT are assigned asT .col = C.col.
We have two kinds of deduction rules: composition rules and raising rules. Composition rules compose two symbols into a new one, which are the most basic components of our rule system as it helps to generate tree structure logic forms. Note that the symbol order at the left side does not matter (e.g., "C + T " and "T + C" are the same), which makes the parser more robust to questions with ill-formed syntactic structures (e.g., key-word based queries).
There are some types of divergence between syntactic and semantic scopes caused by certain synthetic variations. For
(C|A|G|S).col ∩ F.col = ∅ (Ĉ|Â|Ĝ|Ŝ).col = (C|A|G|S).col Raising Rule C →Â: [min|max|sum|avg] C.type = numÂ.col = C.col C →Â: [count] C.type ∈ {str, date}Â.col = C.col V |D →F : [equal] N/AF .col = (V |D).col Table 3 : Full set of our deduction rules.
example, in "sales of BMW which is more than 3000", table entry "BMW" is in the middle of column name "sale" and number "3000", which will stop their compose. To maintain the compositionality, we design a modification mechanism to handle this problem.
The modification mechanism is inspired by the X-bar theory in constituency (Jackendoff 1977; Chomsky 2002) , in which phrases can be headed by a word with some modifiers (e.g., N P :=N P +P P ). Similarity, in our rule system, filter symbol F can be combined with other symbols as a modifier (e.g., C|A|G|S+F →Ĉ|Â|Ĝ|Ŝ:[modif y]), only if they contain disjointed columns (e.g., (C|A|G|S).col∩F.col=∅). In modification rule, the newly deduced symbol type keeps the same with the left head symbol type, and inherits all its properties. With such a modifying operation, we can keep attaching more F onto a head symbol and align semantic composition to a linguistic head-modifier phrasing structure to parallel constituency parsing.
Composition rules assume that only two adjacent symbols can produce a new symbol, which is not flexible enough to handle implicit intentions. It is very common that there are missing tokens in utterances that reflect important semantics. For example, in "shark attacks by country", the aggregation intent sum is implicit from the context; in "sales of bmw", column name "brand" is also omitted. To allow our semantic representation to handle implicit intentions, we propose one-to-one raising rules. For example, C→Â:[min|max|sum|avg] allows a symbol A to be deduced from C with different predicates. Also, a single V can directly produce a filter operation with predicate equal on its column (e.g., V →F :[equal] andF .col=V.col).
Parsing Algorithm In order to enable a fast span-based dynamic programming parser with our deduction rules, we extend the standard CYK (Chappelier and Rajman 1998) parser. Given an abstracted utterance, we take the meta-data symbols as leaf nodes, and take common tokens and "UNK" as the span context of tree nodes. The semantic parse tree (Z) is obtained by applying the deduction rules in Table 3 of the following two kinds:
The first rule represents a raising rule that takes symbol X with token span s and produces symbolX with predicateι on the same span. The second rule is a compositional rule that takes two adjacent symbols (i.e., X 1 and X 2 ) and create a new symbolX with predicateι on the conjunction of their spans s 1 1 s 2 . The initial span context of a leaf node is itself. Each non-leaf tree node in Z is a tuple (r, s), where r is the applied deduction rule in Table 3 and s indicates the corresponding span that triggers r.
Scoring Model
The overall score of tree Z is integrated by independent scores of each non-leaf tree node z, which enables efficient dynamic programming during inference. Inspired by recently works in chart-based neural parser (Durrett and Klein 2015; Stern, Andreas, and Klein 2017), we utilize a neural model to learn the mapping between surface structures and deduction rules as our scoring function. For each node, not only tokens within the span, but also tokens outside it also provide a rich source of information (David Hall and Klein 2014) without using any handcrafted or language-specific features. In order to capture more useful information and avoid too much noise, we expand the span bidirectionally until a symbol occurs as the surface structure for each applied deduction rule. For example, in Figure 4 , for node (C→Â:[sum], "C"), the surface structure s is obtained by expanding the span "C" until symbols "C" and "V" are reached.
As shown in Figure 4 , for each non-leaf node (r, s), we first embed r into a dense vector (e r = W f r ) with a matrix W and a sparse feature vector f r ∈ {0, 1} d of r. Currently, we only use the rule's identity as f r , while other rule features (e.g., right symbol identity) can also be easily incorporated in our framework. Next, each token in our vocabulary is represented as an embed vector. Given a surface structure s =(x (1) , x (2) , . . . x (n) ), we first obtain a hidden state sequence (h 1 , . . . h n ) by a bidirectional LSTM network. An attention mechanism is then adopted to further transform (h 1 , . . . h n ) to a final representation e s as follows:
The vector θ and token embeddings and matrices W , W 1 and W 2 are all trainable model parameters.
Finally, the probability of a tree Z is calculated through a log-linear distribution:
where z i is a non-leaf tree node and φ can be any scoring function(e.g. dot product or cosine similarity). We use dot product in this paper for simplicity in practice. With our span-based parser and neural scoring model, we can get highest scored Z with dynamic programming inference.
Training Process
Different from online dynamic programming inference, during training, for each labeled question-SQL pair given table t i (denoted as (x i , t i , y i )), our semantic parser generates all valid semantic parse tree (Z) candidates. For each valid Z, we further convert it to an SQL query and compare it against the ground truth y i . The conversion is straightforward. We traverse tree Z in pre-ordering and use a set of heuristic rules to map each node to different SQL clauses. We ignore the details because it is not a key technical problem, and we submitted our code along with this paper as a supporting material. If two SQL queries are equivalent, the logic form is considered a consistent logic form. Otherwise, it is inconsistent. Here, we use canonical SQL matching, which ignores the ordering difference of elements in different SQL clauses.
Training objective
, we try to minimize the following pair-wise loss function:
Here, {z + j , j = 1 . . . M } are consistent logical forms of x i and {z − k , k = 1 . . . K} are inconsistent logical forms of x i and α is a margin parameter (set as 0.5).
Pruning Search Space
Essentially, the span-based parser will search all possible paths according to deduction rules. A huge search space is a big problem for answering complex queries (Zhang, Pasupat, and Liang 2017) . In order to reduce the search space, we incorporate rich prior knowledge in data analysis domain during parsing: (1) we carefully design our deduction rule system and use loop detection algorithm to avoid rule loops.
(2) we add preconditions for deduction rules to void invalid logic forms and empty results; For example, for each utterance on WikiSQL, the average number of valid semantic parse trees is only 33.8 .
Evaluation
To validate cross-domain, multilingualism and quick-start abilities, we evaluate our approach on two Question-to-SQL datasets: WikiSQL (Zhong, Xiong, and Socher 2017) and our newly proposed multilingual dataset (abbreviated as CommQuery for convenience).
Methods for Comparison
In this experiment, we compare our algorithm with state-ofthe-art algorithms on WikiSQL: Seq2SQL (Zhong, Xiong, and Socher 2017), SQLNet (Xu, Liu, and Song 2017), STAMP (Sun et al. 2018) , Corse2Fine (Li and Mirella 2018) , MQAN (Bryan et al. 2018) and TypeSQL (Yu et al. 2018) . In order to compare with other deduction rule based approaches, we use float parser (Pasupat and Liang 2015) with our deduction rules on WikiSQL (denoted as "FloatParser"). Seq2SQL, SQLNet, Corse2Fine and MQAN don't use table content. STAMP, TypeSQL, FloatParser and our approach use table content. MQAN uses extrac data, and TypeSQL use extra knowledge. Here, our approach is mainly compared to table content aware methods.
In addition, for a better understanding of our design choices, we also test some variants of our approach. (1) data abstraction: we use a common seq-to-sql model, where our abstracted utterance is encoded using a BiLSTM network with attention mechanism, and then decoded to SQL (denoted as "Seq2SQL+abs").
(2) surface structure: we tried different surface structures, including only inside tokens of s ("+inside"), expanding left side of s until a symbol occurs ("+left"), or expanding right side of s until a symbol occurs ("+right").
(3) scoring model: "Our Approach+sparse" indicates that the learning process is based on sparse features instead of neural features. Thus the probability of Z is p(Z|x) ∝ exp zi=(ri,si)∈Z f si W f ri , where f si is a 3gram vector extracted over each expanded span (s i ) and W is trainable parameter.
Experimental Setup
In our approach, each token in vocabulary is embedded into a 100 dimensional vector. Both the rule embedding and the hidden states have a size of 50. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) with a learning rate 0.001. The initial hidden state of BiLSTM is set to be zero.
Experiment Results on WikiSQL
WikiSQL is the largest public text-to-SQL dataset, including 56,324/8,421/15,878 examples in the training/dev/test set, all of which do not share tables. It can help to evaluate whether our approach can generalize to new tables or not. We compare the canonical SQL matching accuracy, which ignores the ordering difference of elements in the Where clause (Acc qm ) and execution results accuracy (Acc ex ) of different approaches. Results are shown in Table 4 . Compared with FloatParser, our span-based parser has a better accuracy, since it more effectively learns the mapping between surface structures and deduction rules based on span constraints. Compared with other neural-based methods on WikiSQL, our approach performs best, since we use data abstraction to make parser table-agnostic and combine neural network with a set of deduction rules to reduce the search space. For each utterance on WikiSQL, the average number of valid semantic parse trees is only 33.8 .
From Table 4 , we can conclude which parts of our approach that are actually better than some counterparts. Take Acc qm on test set as an example: (1) among four different surface structures, "Our Approach+inside" performs worst since it contains the least information. "+left" outperforms To better understand the source of erroneous results of our approach, we report more fine-grained Acc qm and error ratios on the test set in "Select Column", "Select Aggregator" and "Where Clause". As we can see in Table 5 , a significant portion of failed cases are caused by data abstraction (e.g., it accounts for 4.7%, 1.2%, and 1.4% in "Select Column", "Select Aggregator" and "Where Clause" respectively). Those questions need common sense reasoning (e.g., "people lived" refers to column "population" and "attended the game" refers to column "crowd"), which go beyond the capability of our current NER system.
At last we further compare Acc qm on test when we change the size of training data from 10% (5635 pairs) to 100% (56355 pairs), but still keep the original dev and test set. As shown in Figure 5 , the less training data we use, the larger the superiority Sql2SQL+abs have with SQLNet, which indicates that data abstraction can largely reduce the volume of data that the neural model need. Also, compared with Sql2SQL+abs, Our Approach has more siginificant improvement on smaller training data (e.g., improves 9.1% and 2.3% on 10% and 100% training data respectively), because deduction rules can further reduce the search space of parsing. It demonstrates the quick-start ability of our approach with small training data set. We don't report the result of TYPESQL and MQAN since they need extra resources.
Experiment Results on CommQuery
However, WikiSQL has some intrinsic limitations that make it different from real-world scenario: (1) SQLs in Wik-iSQL dataset are quite simple, only with one column or one (Table 6) , and they can ask questions by freely combining these basic types. To compare these real-world queries with WikiSQL queries, we categorize them into various SQL forms by the kinds of SQL clauses it contains. As is shown in Table 7 , queries in Com-mQuery are much richer than WikiSQL in terms of the distribution of SQL forms. All approaches are trained on 15 epochs and the SQL matching accuracies are tested with 5fold cross validation. The canonical SQL matching accuracies are shown in Table 8. We make four observations: (1) Our approach outperforms "Seq2SQL + abs" by 14.9% in English and 20.5% in Chinese, which is more significant than the 2.3% improvement on WikiSQL. Our approach has more significant improvement for complex queries than those of simple queries in WikiSQL. (2) Expanding the span bidirectionally as surface structure is still the best choice for more complex queries. (3) Even in a small but complex queries dataset, our neural features can still outperform sparse features, with very promising overall result (96.4% in English and 95.1% in Chinese) which will enable a quick-start in real world scenarios. (4) We extend our approach from English to Chinese by only constructing a Chinese vocabulary with 130 tokens and building a scoring model with 918 question/SQL pairs, which demonstrates our easy language expansion ability.
Related Work and Discussion
Semantic parsing maps natural language to executable programs. For building question answering systems, semantic parsing has emerged as an important and powerful paradigm (Berant et al. 2013; Pasupat and Liang 2015; Liang 2016; Zhang, Pasupat, and Liang 2017) . Parsers define deduction rules based on grammar formalism such as Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) (Zettlemoyer and Collins 2007; Kwiatkowski et al. 2010; Kwiatkowski et al. 2011; Krishnamurthy and Kollar 2013; Kushman and Barzilay 2013) , Synchronous CFG (Wong and Mooney 2007), and CFG (Kate and Mooney 2006; Chen and Mooney 2011; Berant et al. 2013; Desai et al. 2016) ; Others use the syntactic structure of the utterance to guide the composition (Poon and Domingos 2009; Reddy et al. 2016; Reddy et al. 2017) . In this paper, we propose a set of CFG rules for parsing data-analysis questions to intermediate logic forms as tree derivations for text-to-SQL task. Inspired by recent works about neural chart parsing (Durrett and Klein 2015; Stern, Andreas, and Klein 2017), we use a neural-based model as local scoring function on a span-based semantic parser to avoid hand-crafted features.
Recent neural based semantic parsing approaches (Iyer et al. 2017; Zhong, Xiong, and Socher 2017) achieved promising results on text-to-SQL task. Some of previous works assume that user queries contain exact string entries in the table. However, it is unrealistic that users always formulate their questions with exact string entries in the table. For example, being unfamiliar with table content often leads to vocabulary gap in natural language (e.g., user queries "US" but the entry value is "USA" ). This makes generating the right SQLs without searching the database content in such cases impossible. To tackle these problems, similar with Type-SQL (Yu et al. 2018) , in this work, we target at contentsensitivity text-to-SQL scenario.
Identifying table entities mentioned in questions is a critical subproblem of semantic parsing. Existing methods take it as a part of semantic parsing through grammar rule (Liang, Jordan, and Klein 2011; Pasupat and Liang 2015) , or as an entity linking sub-network in an encoder-decoder framework (Krishnamurthy, Dasigi, and Gardner 2017) . Other works in semantic parsing for text-to-SQL task decouple semantic parsing and entity linking as two separate stages. Corse2Fine (Li and Mirella 2018) uses the first decoder to generate a semantic sketch, and then uses the second decoder to fill in missing details. SQLizer (Yaghmazadeh et al. 2017) first uses SEMPRE (Berant et al. 2013 ) to generate SQL sketch, and then uses program synthesis techniques and iteratively repair if necessary. Conversely, we first use a data abstraction step to generate abstracted utterances, and then feed them into parser to generate final SQL queries.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a hybrid semantic parsing approach for data-analysis scenario to meet three practical requirements: cross-domain, multilingualism and enabling quick-start. We achieve state-of-the-art results on a large open benchmark dataset WikiSQL. We also achieve promising results on a small dataset for more complex queries in both English and Chinese, which demonstrates our language expansion and quick-start ability.
